Colorado State Convention 2020

Dear State Convention Delegates:

These are unusual times. I hope you and your loved ones are healthy and safe. Thank you for your patience and flexibility, as we have all had to adapt to a rapidly changing COVID-19 pandemic and a very dynamic and rapidly changing Presidential field.

If we are going to turn a page on horrid and harmful policies and lack of leadership, it will take all of us this November. That is why I am very pleased that there are negotiations at the highest levels between Joe Biden, Bernie Sanders, and the DNC to talk about how we bring about needed changes and help unify our party.

The current rules would provide that 100% of the state convention seats would go to Biden supporters. Biden has earned those under the rules. However, I agree with both Biden and Sanders that would be short-sighted and make it very difficult to build a unified coalition within our own party.

The Presidential Campaigns both seem 100% certain that they will work out a negotiated agreement soon that will allow more voices and perspectives to the table. That agreement will very likely become the amended DNC and DSP rules. What does this mean for you?

Colorado’s Convention is earlier than most states so we may have to ballot before we know the specifics of their agreement.

We are going to use this ballot to help identify whom you would like to send to the Convention, while the campaigns negotiate over how many delegates get to go to the convention.

You have a choice in this ballot between voting on Biden Delegates, Sanders Delegates or Abstain. We will use rank choice voting to ask you to rank your preferred delegates up to the maximum spots allowed, so we will have 100% of the data we need from you (the delegate voter) to enfranchise every possible delegate Colorado will get to send when we know the final agreement.

It does mean that final delegate results will not be able to be announced until we know how many delegates we get to send from each preference group. We will announce as soon as possibly can. We do know the results will still be gender-balanced, as required in the Delegate Selection Plan.

Grateful to all of you,

Morgan Carroll
CO State Convention Ballot- At-Large, Elector, DNC (PM Ballot)

You will need to click OK to move forward on required questions & instructions.

1. Contact Information

   First Name
   Last Name
   Email Address
   Phone Number

2. Do you approve of the Permanent Organization Report? (CLICK TO READ)
   ○ Yes
   ○ No

3. Do you approve of the Credentials Committee Report? (CLICK TO READ)
   ○ Yes
   ○ No

4. Do you approve of making the State Central Committee the Vacancy Committee for State Convention?
   ○ Yes
   ○ No

Some National Delegate, DNC Member, and Elector candidates have uploaded information to our website. CLICK HERE to view the webpage. Search by name or sort. Search for DNC Member Candidates and Electors at the bottom.
* 5. Which people do you choose as **Presidential Electors** to represent the Colorado At-Large? (Choose 2)

|  □ Abstain                               |  □ Amy Kapoor                           |
|  □ Charles Alaimo                        |  □ Harper Kral                           |
|  □ Jackie C. Anderson                    |  □ Jeremy Krones                         |
|  □ Miguel Baca Barragan                  |  □ Cynthia P. Kulp                      |
|  □ Polly Baca                            |  □ Brian Kurth                           |
|  □ Brian Burks                           |  □ Katarina Lewis                        |
|  □ Robert M. Burns                       |  □ Selso Lopez                           |
|  □ Eleanor Cabell                        |  □ Lyric McKnight                        |
|  □ Cheryl Cheney                         |  □ Jonathan Mesick                       |
|  □ Richard Clark                         |  □ David Mrowca                          |
|  □ Sheryl Cline Matthews                 |  □ Jarrod Munger                         |
|  □ Leslie Eiler                          |  □ Robert Nemanich                       |
|  □ Roger Fang                            |  □ Lori Orzech                           |
|  □ James Fernald                         |  □ Tiare Pitts-Flora                     |
|  □ Bethany Garcia                        |  □ Rebecca Ranson Cook                   |
|  □ Geoff Gorbold                         |  □ Monique Roques                       |
|  □ Leo Guzman                            |  □ Paul Rosenthal                        |
|  □ Isabella Hinds                        |  □ Sheila Schmidt                        |
|  □ Gregory M. Holmes                     |  □ Denise Shoaf                          |
|  □ Michael Huttner                       |  □ Steven Howard Singer                  |
* 6. Which people do you choose as our Democratic National Committee Members (this is a four-year term)
   You may choose up to THREE (3) people.

   - [ ] Charles Alaimo
   - [ ] Jackie C. Anderson
   - [ ] Robert M. Burns
   - [ ] Richard Clark
   - [ ] Cecelia Espenoza
   - [ ] Roger Fang
   - [ ] Bethany Garcia
   - [ ] James Gillespie
   - [ ] Bryan Hartmann
   - [ ] Richard Henson
   - [ ] Isabella Hinds
   - [ ] Jacquelyn Jobe
   - [ ] Amy Kapoor
   - [ ] Harper Kral
   - [ ] Jeremy Krones
   - [ ] Brian Kurth
   - [ ] Katarina Lewis
   - [ ] Ramona Martinez
   - [ ] Susan McFaddin
   - [ ] Lyric McKnight
   - [ ] Jonathan Mesick
   - [ ] Jeff Moser
   - [ ] David Mrowca
   - [ ] Radhika Nath
   - [ ] Robert Nemanich
   - [ ] Lori Orzech
   - [ ] Tiare Pitts-Flora
   - [ ] Rebecca Ranson Cook
   - [ ] Mannie Rodriguez
   - [ ] Monique Roques
   - [ ] Paul Rosenthal
   - [ ] Joseph A. Salazar
   - [ ] Sheila Schmidt
   - [ ] Manajit Sengupta
   - [ ] Jeri Shepherd
   - [ ] Denise Shoaf
   - [ ] Steven Howard Singer
   - [ ] James Thompson
   - [ ] Patricia Turner
   - [ ] Abstain

Some National Delegate, DNC Member, and Elector candidates have uploaded information to our website. CLICK HERE to view the webpage. Search by name or sort. Search for DNC Member Candidates and Electors at the bottom.

YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO GO BACK TO PREVIOUS PAGES AND CHANGE YOUR ANSWERS BEYOND THIS POINT: CLICK HERE TO GET A PDF OF THE BALLOT WHICH INCLUDES ALL OF THE DELEGATES

**Remember delegates are pledged not bound. Therefore, you may choose to vote for Biden Delegates, Sanders Delegates, or abstain.

* 7. Which set of At-Large delegates would you like to vote for?
   - [ ] Biden Delegates
   - [ ] Sanders Delegates
   - [ ] Abstain
Bernie Sanders Delegates

We will use rank choice voting for our delegate selections. Please choose your top 14 delegate choices in order of preference. 1 being your top choice 14 being your 14th choice, and so on.

8. Which people do you choose as our National Delegates At-Large? You may choose up to fourteen (14) people?

- Jackie C. Anderson
- Benjamin Anderson
- Gary Ashley
- Elise Beall
- Cory Belcher
- Lori Boydston
- Jacob Richard Buchtel
- Casey Burnham
Alexandria Byas

Eleanor Cabell

Gisele Diaz Campagna

Taylor Clauch

Matthew Cowher

Gerald DeLisser

M.T. "Tim" Dolan

Robert Eadie

Michael Elliott

Pawel Fraczek

Garcelle Franklin
Frederick Montgomery Morris IV

Kortney Morrison

Edward Morrison

Marlon Nunez

Dennis Obduskey

Misty Plowright

Isaiah Price

Brian Bayani Rad

Jai R. Rajagopal

Megan Ramsey

Gina Marie Raye
Megan Smith

Ross “Declan” Talley

Ian Thom

Lance Tsosie

Seth Weinberger

Tracy Wesley

Matthew Wright

Alexander Yukhananov

Austin Zimmerman

CO State Convention Ballot- At-Large, Elector, DNC (PM Ballot)

Joe Biden At-Large Delegates
We will use rank choice voting for our delegate selections. Please choose your top 14 delegate choices in order of preference. 1 being your top choice 14 being your 14th choice, and so on.

9. Which people do you choose as our National Delegates At-Large? You may choose up to **fourteen (14) people**?

- Eleni Maria Angelides
- Dennis Arfmann
- Miguel Baca Barragan
- Grace Blea-Nunez
- Ronald Bostwick
- Bradley Brockbank
- Claire Brockbank
- Bruce Brown
- Elaine Brush
- Brianna Buentello
Brenda Ennis

Dario Esquibel-Melanson

Roger Fang

Carl V. Fleckenstine

Donna Garnett

Edward Goldin

Elizabeth Goldin

Mary Goshorn

Donna Grauer

Jonathan Greschler

Raelschel Greschler
Jesse Anthony Guerrero

Eleigha Hamari

Elizabeth Ann Harris

Bryan Hartmann

Anna Jo Haynes

Laura Haynes

Sean Hinga

Connor James Hogan

Katherine Imhoff

Patricia Imhoff

Josette Jaramillo
Laura Lipich

Michael Lopez

Heather MacSlarrow

Artiesha “Tish” Maes

Denise Maes

Jerry Manzer Jr.

Ramona Martinez

Sarah Mesmer

David Mrowca

Kenny Nguyen

Blanca Uzeta O'Leary
Cavanaugh O'Leary

Lori Ozzello

Su Patterson

Amanda Peek

Daniel Peregoy

Randy Perlis

Randall Peterson

Lori Queen

Gilbert Reyes

Mannie Rodriguez

Corinna Rodriguez
10. Would you like to help Democrats win up and down the ballot?

- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No
- [ ] Other

Other (please specify)
By Submitting this Ballot, you are swearing that you are a delegate the State Convention and that you voted for the set of national delegates supporting the presidential candidate that you support.